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Keeneland Race Course: Spring Meet 2017 
Eleventh Day: Saturday, April 22 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Meet Stats to date: 95-25-16-12; 26% winners, 56% in the 
money 
 
 
RACE ONE 
The Oregon-bred MILADY ROCKS is capable of banging out a :22 and 
change opening quarter-mile and hanging around at the wire, and this 
daughter of Grindstone figures to break running in this extended sprint 
and make an easy lead in a field devoid of front-running types. She’ll try 
seven-eighths for the first time, but her sire won the Kentucky Derby (G1) 
at a mile and a quarter trip. Her form has improved with blinkers, she’s 
bred to handle an “off” main track and she finished a length to the good of 
fellow entrant STAY SPICY in her last start at Oaklawn Park; choice, gate-
to-wire. HIGH STREET is a $75K son of Quality Road out of an A.P. Indy 
mare that is making her career debut for a $40K tag—not the most 
encouraging of signs—and she will try the sometimes tricky seven-eighths 
distance right out of the box over a “sloppy” racetrack. On the flipside, she 
hails from the high-percentage Brad Cox barn—who had longshot winner 
Sparty Boy ($31.60) on yesterday’s card—has a gap-free public work tab 
since early February and this is a soft bunch of maiden $40,000 types. She 
demands your attention in the paddock and post parade; contends on 
debut. STAY SPICY was gaining on the top choice in her last start in Hot 
Springs, and she stretches out an eighth of a mile in this affair. Well-bred 
Stay Thirsty filly out of a Speightstown mare has never been on an “off” 
main track but has the pedigree to handle the slop, and the wide post draw 
isn’t detrimental coming out of the chute. There isn’t a lot of pace in here to 
set up her late move, however; comes running for a minor award. 
AWESOMETASTIC drops in for a tag for the first time off a pair of 
uninspiring efforts at Fair Grounds and turns back to a one-turn trip in this 
heat looking for a reversal of form. Daughter of Harlan’s Holiday is bred to 
handle the mud, but she didn’t pick her feet up in the debut run contested 
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over a “sloppy”, sealed surface. The addition of blinkers didn’t help much; 
class drop is the biggest attraction. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-6-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
MESOMA drops back in for a tag for trainer Chris Hartman, whose outfit 
wins at a high-percentage in the claiming ranks. Gelded son of Flatter won 
his lone start at this seven-eighths trip on the main track, and he was a 
good second against maiden allowance company at Ellis in his career 
debut, which was run over a “sloppy”, sealed surface. I like that he ran well 
in his first start off the claim while stepping up in class, though his last 
race is a bit puzzling, where he failed to fire against similar company, 
though that “two other than”, optional $45K claiming heat at Oaklawn 
went in a snappy 1:09 4/5. He figures to be on or near the early lead on the 
stretch out with Bravo; choice. FORTY ACRES gets wheeled back off 13 
days rest off a come from the clouds win in Lexington on April 9 against 
conditioned $20K rivals, and the ridgling is a perfect two-for-two lifetime 
at Keeneland and at a seven-furlong trip on dirt. I’m not concerned about 
the short time off—fairly commonplace to see at the short Keeneland 
meets—and while technically this would be a step up class for him, this 
race is probably the last conditioned claiming race in the book going short, 
and one cannot blame trainer Andrew McKeever—whose barn notched its’ 
second win of the meet yesterday with Miss Gossip (Ire), a $9.20 winner—
for wanting to run him right back based on his affinity for the local 
surroundings. It’s interesting that Jesus Castanon is named for the 
assignment, replacing James Graham, who was in the boot for the win 
nearly two weeks ago—I can only assume that he will be more forwardly 
placed in the race, like he was in the debut win in Lexington against 
maiden $50K types last fall. The x-factor is how he handles the slop; horse 
for course. SMARTY KITTEN turns back to a distance at which he’s 
unproven in this spot for trainer Wesley Ward, who sent out Undrafted 
($6.40) to win yesterday’s third race, but he drops into conditioned 
claiming company for the first time in this spot. His best past form has 
been on synthetic and turf, however he did break his maiden for a $40K 
tag in Lexington nearly a year to the date at this seven-furlong trip. He had 
things his own way on the front-end in that race and will be closing from off 
the pace in this spot, as he hasn’t shown in early lick in quite a while and 
will be turning back in distance. He was a non-factor in his only 
appearance on a “wet-fast” track, but he’ll be tighter in his second start off 
the shelf and is playable on the drop; cannot eliminate with confidence. 
MALIBU SUNSET was rank and beat one horse when last seen at the races 
for trainer Bob Baffert nearly a year ago at Los Alamitos in a $151K stakes 
race, and the $240,000 son of Bernardini shows up in this spot for a 
$40,000 price tag for trainer Wayne Catalano, who was the conditioner of 
record when this colt broke his maiden by 10 lengths and change in 1:10 
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4/5 on debut in New Orleans last January. It looks like the wheels came off 
after the allowance win at Santa Anita last February, and he has never 
seen a “sloppy” racetrack, yet is bred to love it (Bernardini out of a Storm 
Cat mare). The hard drop sends mixed signals; demand a fair price. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-1-7 
 
 
RACE THREE 
NO HIDING PLACE is undefeated from four previous starts outside of 
stakes company but returns to the races off an eight-month plus layoff in 
this spot, and he has been flat in his past two outings off the shelf for 
trainer Wesley Ward. Gelded son of Munnings possesses dangerous tactical 
speed, gets an inside post draw in this six-furlong sprint, and he beat a 
similar field here last spring at 60 cents on the dollar over a “sloppy” 
racetrack in a swift 1:08 4/5. His losses have come at the hands of crack 
sprinters Stallwalkin’ Dude and Ami’s Flatter, respectively; major player. 
SILVER RIDE is well-spotted in this race by trainer Brian Lynch, as the 
gray gamely won a “three other than”, optional $80K claiming heat last fall 
in Lexington and is eligible for this spot based on earnings criteria. Son of 
Candy Ride (Arg) out of a Mr. Greeley mare has never been in the mud but 
is bred to handle it, and this fellow has finished first-or-second in two-of-
three lifetime starts at Keeneland. He has hit the board in over 50 percent 
of his races lifetime for an outfit that is winning at a 23 percent strike rate 
at the meet; contender. WYETH is less than a length shy of being a perfect 
three-for-three for trainer Tom Amoss, however all of those efforts have 
been sprinting on turf in New Orleans, and he will make his main track 
debut in the mud in this affair. $300,000 chestnut son of Candy Ride (Arg) 
out of a Smoke Glacken mare is bred top and bottom to love an “off” track 
and runs big races fresh, however he will take his first crack at “three 
other than” allowance company; threat. BIG SQUEEZE’s past two wins 
have come against “non winners of two” and “non winners of three” 
lifetime allowance foes, and he steps up to “three other than” allowance 
company in this spot. Well-bred, consistent bay son of Lemon Drop Kid out 
of a graded stakes winning daughter of Menifee is bred top and bottom to 
relish the slop and has placed in seven-of-11 starts lifetime; useful in the 
exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-3-5 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
The chestnut City Zip mare BLONDE IN THE CITY has never been off the 
board from three prior outings at Keeneland, and she creeps in against 
open $10,000 claiming company in this spot off 15 days rest. She broke 
flat-footed in her last race, which probably cost her place money, and she 
has an affinity for this six and a half furlong trip on the main track. She 
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has a prior money finish over a “muddy”, sealed racetrack and while 
Mahoning Valley in Ohio is a cheaper circuit, it does have an atypically 
deep surface and this filly won a “three other than” optional claiming event 
there three starts back hooking tougher adversaries by a neck at 23-1; 
contender. COLOR ME BLUSH is a little cheap for this crew, but she 
finished a length and a quarter behind the top choice in her most recent 
start at nearly 56-1 and returns to the races off short rest in this affair. 
Gray daughter of Flatter is a perfect two-for-two in the slop, however, and 
is 15-1 on the morning line. Mud lark can bolster exotic payoffs; don’t 
ignore. PRINCESS DINAH was on the wrong end of a photo for the win in 
her first start off the claim for trainer Hal Stinson, whose outfit has made 
the most of limited opportunities in 2017. Consistent chestnut mare has 
sharp dirt form—primarily against lesser stock at Mountaineer—but she 
exits a slow race (6 furlongs in 1:12 3/5), where they went quick the first 
half mile and got the last eighth in a pedestrian :13 2/5. I have to admire 
her consistency, as she has finished in the money in 10 of her past 12 
starts, and she owns a pair of wins over “off” main tracks. Her zero-for-5 
lifetime record at this six and a half furlong trip is reason for concern, 
however; threat. GINGER STONE finished a length and change behind 
PRINCESS DINAH in her most recent start facing similar adversaries 15 
days ago, however she has fired from off the pace in three of her past four 
starts at Keeneland for trainer John Hancock, who is having a huge meet 
this spring in Lexington with his charges winning at a 24 percent strike 
rate. Six-year-old mare has finished in the money in 50 percent of her 
starts lifetime in the mud and will be tighter in her second start off the 
shelf; comes running in the stretch drive. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-8-5-1 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
The Sky Mesa mare BELLE HILL likes to win, having done so in five-of-
eight starts lifetime, and she’s the controlling speed in a two-turn turf race 
devoid of front-running types, always a solid betting angle. At first glance 
she seems a little cheap, as her best form has been on synthetic in 
Northern California and on dirt against lesser stock in the Pacific 
Northwest at Emerald Downs, however she won her only previous turf 
start in a grade three stakes at Santa Anita over a “good” turf course. She 
stalked a :22 flat, :45 2/5 pace in the Southern California win, was pressing 
the issue after six furlongs in 1:09 4/5 and, as such, figures to be all alone 
on the front end with a hopefully loose rein as there are no other entrants 
in this spot with kind of early lick. I’m hoping jockey Brian Hernandez, Jr. 
can walk the dog on the front end and finish, as she’s 8-1 on the morning 
line; “live” longshot. KYLLACHY QUEEN (IRE) was in over her head in her 
last start stateside in the New York Handicap (G2T) at Belmont last 
summer, and she will get first-Lasix in this spot for trainer Christophe 
Clement, who has made a career out of winning races with Euro-imports 
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that fit this pattern. She hasn’t been seen at the races since last summer, 
but she’s a length and change from wining her past four starts in Italy and 
England off the sidelines. She acts on forgiving ground and will love 
turning back in distance of her past three starts to this mile and a 
sixteenth trip. Her turf form is salty outside of group stakes company; 
major player. The six-year-old FLIPCUP leads the field in career earnings, 
and she drops into classified allowance company in this spot after 12 
consecutive starts hooking stakes rivals. She was rolling from off the pace 
in her last race off a layoff hooking honest $75K stakes company at 
Gulfstream Park two starts back going a mile and three-sixteenth trip, and 
she’s another who will appreciate turning back in distance. She can handle 
a forgiving turf course; contender. SHELBYSMILE returns to the races off 
a five-month layoff, however she has won four-of-seven turf starts lifetime 
and is a minor stakes winner at Woodbine over a “good” course. Her effort 
in the Mrs. Revere (G2T) at Churchill last fall isn’t as bad as it looks, as she 
posted a mild rally from off the pace against an honest field and was only 
beaten nine lengths and change for all the money. She may be a start away 
from her best effort, however, and she looks to be a cut below others in 
class; tab for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-1-6 
 
 
RACE SIX 
The regally bred ENCRYPT—a $1.2 million dollar yearling purchase—is a 
gelded son of Tapit out the blue hen mare Ava Knowsthecode that will get a 
great trip stalking pacesetters PROFESSOR SNAPE and MEANTIME in this 
nine-furlong route affair, has improved in each start for trainer Andrew 
McKeever, whose outfit has knocked out a pair of wins to date at the meet, 
and has benefitted from the addition of blinkers. He was the beaten 
favorite in an off-the-turf event in his last start contested over a “wet-fast” 
surface at Fair Grounds, where he finished second behind daylight winner 
War Daddy, who was a just beaten a neck in yesterday’s second race at 
nearly 5-1 facing entry-level allowance company. He figures to get first 
crack at the dying speed, has finished in the money in two-of-three lifetime 
starts over “off” racetracks and is bred top and bottom to stay nine 
furlongs on the main track; rates top billing. TAPSOLUTE is an improving 
gray son of Tapit for trainer Steve Asmussen that acts like he will relish 
the slight stretch out to a mile and an eighth trip. He is another whose form 
has improved with the addition of blinkers three starts back, and he was 
only a two lengths and change off the useful horse Hollywodd Handsome in 
his only prior appearance over a “muddy”, sealed racetrack. He broke slow 
but was rolling late in his last start at Oaklawn; contender. BIG DINNER is 
a late-running son of Bob and John that wants more ground and will get it 
stretching out in this nine-furlong heat. Trainer Brian Williamson was 
kissed into the win in today’s first race, as his barn led over the $14.40 
winner Stay Spicy earlier on the card. He’ll be running in the stretch drive, 
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is 10-1 on the morning line and hooked a next-out winner in his last start; 
likely overlay. PROFESSOR SNAPE broke his maiden on debut at Turfway 
on Polytrack in a sharp 1:10 3/5, but he will stretch out to a mile and an 
eighth trip in this spot while trying the mud and winners for the first time. 
Well-bred $170K son of Stay Thirsty pressed splits of :21 3/5 and :44 2/5 
in the debut win, speed which will allow him to set a clear early lead in this 
event. MEANTIME, who breaks just to his outside and is also stretching 
out, has enough natural speed to lay close to this fellow and may soften 
him up for the races’ latter stages. He’ll give his backers a thrill for a while, 
but the mile and an eighth trip figures to be his undoing’; hangs around for 
a minor award with a top effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-2-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
ENCHANTERA will appreciate turning back to a one-turn trip and sliding 
into $50K conditioned claiming company. Bay son of First Defence didn’t 
run poorly in his last start off the sidelines, and he hooked a live crew two 
starts back sprinting on grass in New Orleans, as he was two lengths and 
change off the eventual stakes winner Taco. I like the rider switch to Joel 
Rosario but am not crazy about the one public work since his last start, and 
he returns off a freshening in this spot. He rates top billing in this non-
descript heat nonetheless. WESTFEST sort of fits the profile of Malibu 
Sunset ($5.40), who won the second race on today’s card, as he is owned 
by Gary and Mary West, used to be trained by Bob Baffert and drops in for 
a tag for the first time. $190,000 son of Unbridled’s Song out of a stakes-
wining Milwaukee Brew mare is bred to handle an “off” racetrack, and he 
had to have needed his last race off an extended layoff. He seems to be at 
his best when engaged in the race early, and jockey Paco Lopez is excellent 
getting one out of the gate on the front end in a hurry; contender. STONE is 
capable of running a winning race off a layoff, and he split a pair of next-
out winners two starts back at Gulfstream, finishing three lengths and 
change behind December Seven, who is cut out to be a nice horse. I like the 
turn back to a seven-furlong trip, he gets blinkers for the first time and is 
bred to handle a “muddy” racetrack, as he’s by Quality Road out of a 
Birdstone mare; some things to like. ENTERTAINER is minor stakes placed 
over a “sloppy”, sealed racetrack ad drops into the $50K “non-winners of 
two lifetime” claiming ranks in this heat. His form has been sketchy since 
he returned from a six-week freshening last summer at Churchill, but the 
class drop works in his favor; improvement expected.  
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-3-1 
 
RACE EIGHT 
The $240,000 yearling purchase AQUAMARINE will make his first start 
for Hall of Fame trainer D. Wayne Lukas in this six-furlong sprint, and the 
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chestnut son of Gemologist figures to get a great trip stalking rapid early 
splits in a race where five of the seven entrants want to be on or near the 
lead. Chestnut broke his maiden over a “muddy”, sealed racetrack at Santa 
Anita and was over his head in a very “live” renewal of the San Vicente 
Stakes (G2) two starts back. I can forgive the fourth place effort in his last 
start, where he pressed a quick pace between rivals and was bankrupt in 
the lane. He gets the trip on paper and drops in class off his last two starts; 
choice. If one draws a line through JERSEY STREET’s turf starts his form 
looks a lot better, and he’s a fleet of foot son of Maimonides that can get 
game on the front-end when hooked. He owns a seasoning edge over most 
in this field making his tenth career start, and he was only two lengths and 
change off Southwest Stakes (G3) winner One Liner two starts back at 
Gulfstream. Jockey Corey Lanerie won three in a row earlier on the card; 
contender. The speedy LENSTAR broke his maiden in his sixth start in 
impressive fashion by open lengths at Gulfstream Park but will face 
winners for the first time in this spot in a race peppered with front running 
types. Chestnut gelding had the misfortune of running into eventual Rebel 
Stakes (G2) winner Malagacy in his only previous start over a “sloppy” 
racetrack and his form has improved with blinkers. He figures to be in the 
midst of an honest early pace, however. Hangs on for part with a top try. 
BAM BAM BRYAN went off at even money at delivered right out the box 
for trainer Al Stall, as the Louisiana-bred won by open lengths facing state-
bred rivals in a snappy 1:10 1/5. He’ll try winners, open company and mud 
for the first time in this affair; more interested as the price increases.  
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-3-5 
 
 
RACE NINE—The Dixiana Elkhorn (G2T) 
BIGGER PICTURE proved to be an astute claim for trainer Mike Maker, as 
he haltered the chestnut for $32,000 in November of 2015 and has gone 
on to win a pair of graded stakes going long on the turf with the gelded son 
of Badge of Silver. He loves a mile and a half on grass and was only a dirty 
nose off the win in last fall’s Sycamore (G3T), which was contested over a 
“good” turf course at Keeneland. He has won two of his past three starts off 
layoffs, and Maker’s barn got off the duck as they sent out the turf winner 
Knight’s Dreamer (Ire), who paid $16.60 to win in yesterday’s sixth race; 
major player. The Southern California invader ITSINTHEPOST (FR) has 
improved noticeably on turf as the distances have increased and is very 
sharp right now, having finished first-or-second in eight of her past nine 
starts. He won the San Luis Rey Stakes (G2T) in his first crack at a mile 
and a half trip on the weeds, and he stalked the pace and drew off to win by 
four lengths and change in his last start over a “good” turf course. I like 
that Tyler Baze accompanies his mount East, and this fellow will be tighter 
his second start off a layoff; contender. The closer BULLARDS ALLEY 
hasn’t had his picture taken in nearly a year, but he loves a turf course 
with some cut in the ground and has an affinity for this mile and a half trip 
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on the weeds. He doesn’t have to come from out of the clouds to be a factor, 
responds to jockey Marcelino Pedroza’s handling and was only a half-
length off the top choice when he was last seen on the Keeneland turf 
course. He’s 20-1 on the morning line; “live” longshot. INTERPOL is a grade 
one stakes winner at Woodbine over “yielding” terrain, and he has finished 
first-or-second in three-of-four starts lifetime at this mile and a half trip on 
turf. He had to have needed his last race off a 16-month plus layoff and 
while he comes into this heat fresh, he’ll be tighter and fitter this time 
around; don’t ignore. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-6-1 
 
RACE TEN 
The $525K yearling purchase AWESTRUCK looks to have this light maiden 
allowance field over the proverbial barrel in the day’s nightcap, as the gray 
has put forth a pair of game efforts in South Florida in her first two starts 
and will appreciate turning back to a one-turn trip in this heat for trainer 
Rusty Arnold. She was the beaten favorite at 20 cents on the dollar in her 
last start, but she hopped at the break and was only beaten a length and 
change for all the money. She’ll be tough to handle with a clean start; 
graduates today. GOLDEN DOMER broke sharp, was gathered up then 
finished evenly in the debut run in New Orleans, a six-furlong race that 
went in a slow 1:12 flat. Bay Quality Road filly gets first Lasix, has plenty 
of upside and will likely move forward in her second career start; 
contender. NAPLES MIST is an E.A. Cox homebred that is trained by Bill 
Harrigan, who sent out Douglas Road to finish third right out the box in 
yesterday’s nightcap, beaten 2 lengths for the win at 8-1. Well-bred 
daughter of Medaglia d’Oro sports a gap-free work tab at Payson Park since 
early March for the career debut, and Ricardo Santana, Jr. is the barn’s go-
to jock; demands your attention in the paddock and post parade. CLEVER 
SERVE is the most seasoned entrant in the field and is a late-running filly 
devoid of early speed that has rallied to finish in the money in six of her 
previous nine starts. I like the turn back to a seven-furlong trip in this 
spot, and the wide post draw isn’t detrimental coming out of the chute; 
rallies in the lane for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-8-9  
  
 
 
 
    
  


